
Instructions to the perfect artwork 
Nothing can go wrong with the painting by number set from "Drawlify". 
Nevertheless, here is a short guide with a few tips and tricks that might help you in 
the beginning. 

Your set contains the following things: a high-quality canvas printed with the pattern 
and numbers, all the necessary colors and three different nylon brushes. 

1. Spread the canvas on a flat and smooth surface. You will probably need 
several days for your artwork. So put the
canvas in a place where it won't get in
your way. It can be helpful to put a large
board under the canvas so that you can
carry your work of art back and forth.
Then you can paint wherever you want.

2. When your order arrives, the enclosed
canvas is either rolled up or already framed if you ordered a frame. In the case 
that it's unframed we recommend ironing the canvas from the back side at 
medium heat. This way it does not roll up again.

3. The paint pots are well sealed so that they cannot leak during transport. 
Therefore, be careful when opening. They are broadly shaped so that they 
cannot fall over. Your set already includes all the colors you need - you don't 
have to mix colors.

4. Before you start, prepare two small glasses of water in which you can dip your 
brush before using another color. So your paint pots always stay clean. One 
glass of water is used to roughly wash out the paint and the other glass is 
used for rinsing so that your brush is always really clean. Always lightly dab 
your brush onto a piece of paper towel.



5. There are numbers on the individual fields. Each number indicates which
color the respective field is to be painted. Make sure that you do not paint out
of the lines so that you get a razor-sharp work of art afterwards.

6. Always paint all fields of a number before you start with a new number. On the
one hand this saves time, on the other hand the colors do not mix. It is best to
paint in all fields of one color and wait until they have dried before starting with
the next fields.

7. Always color a single field completely. Otherwise you may be able to see
edges in the fields on the finished image afterwards.

8. Do not apply the paint too thickly. The acrylic paint covers very well. Therefor
it is not necessary to apply them thickly. It could also cause the paint to crack
later. A thin layer of paint is perfectly
sufficient.

9. After you have painted in all the fields and everything is dry, you can easily
paint over individual fields again. This gives structure to your work of art and
makes it livelier.



10. It's better not to roll up the canvas
once your picture if finished.
Otherwise the paint may crack.

11.As a final touch, you can spray your
finished (and dried) work of art with a final coat of varnish. This gives it a shiny
effect and the colors look even stronger.

Build your frame

If you ordered a painting with a frame please click on the link below to see how to 
stretch the canvas onto the frame.

Click here to watch the tutorial.

Well, now nothing can go wrong. We would be very happy if you would send us a 
photo of your artwork by e-mail. We always look forward to receiving mailings. And 
just check out drawlify.com every now and then, there are always new motifs to 
discover. 

The entire "Drawlify" team wishes you lots of fun and creative success.

https://drawlify.com/pages/your-diy-frame



